FINDING THE PROBLEM FOR THE SOLUTION
LEADS TO MULTIBILLION-DOLLAR OPPORTUNITY
CHALLENGE
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When a global medical device company initiated the
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leadership was determined to understand this unexpected
dynamic and define strategic solutions, especially as multiple
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systems. The penetration in the select group of targeted
procedures was high, and sales of new systems were

Since surgical robots were developed in the early 2000s, one
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it tapered off. Anecdotally, many believed because robots
enabled surgeons to sit — rather than stand — during the long

While clinical studies showed slight time savings and

procedures, increased comfort drove adoption. Others pointed
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enough to explain or sustain early market growth. Neither was
surgeon comfort, because robots only were used in certain
complex, long, urological and gynecological procedures, and
had not exhibited adoption in lengthy, complex procedures
within other specialties. In fact, research showed that robots
were used specifically in surgeries that experienced high
intraoperative conversion rates, and subsequently observed
historically low rates of manual laparoscopic adoption. In
these types of procedures, surgeons who used robots saw
significantly lower conversion rates.
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Intraoperative conversion is correlated with surgeon experience,
procedure complexity, and learning curve, and is associated with less
successful clinical and economic outcomes. Therefore, if robotic surgery
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could demonstrate reduction in intraoperative conversion in other
surgical specialties, it could provide proof of a real and quantifiable value
proposition and justify procedural expansion, which would ultimately
increase system capacity.
Further Navigant research and analysis identified other long, complex
procedures that might benefit from surgical robots. Driving preference for
surgical robots in these procedures would create the potential to expand
the already billion-dollar market into a multibillion-dollar opportunity.

RESULTS
The global company aimed to expand the market by creating a clinical
rationale and economic justification for using surgical robots in other
procedures. While this investment would expand the market for all players,
it made the competitive dynamics more manageable. Navigant created a
road map of investment strategies and a predictive forecasting model to
support the company’s expansion initiative.
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